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Abstract 
Most algorithms for propagating evidence 
through belief networks have been exact and 
exhaustive: they produce an exact (point­
valued) marginal probability for every node 
in the· network. Often, however, an appli­
cation will not need information about ev­
ery node in the network nor will it need ex­
act probabilities. We present the localized 
partial evaluation (LPE) propagation algo­
rithm, which computes interval bounds on 
the marginal probability of a specifted query 
node by examining a subset of the nodes in 
the entire network. Conceptually, LPE ig­
nores parts of the network that are "too far 
away" from the queried node to have much 
impact on its value. LPE has the "anytime" 
property of being able to produce better so­
lutions (tighter intervals) given more time to 
consider more of the network. 
1 Introduction 
Belief networks provide a way of encoding knowledge 
about the probabilistic dependencies and independen­
cies of a set of variables in some domain. Variables 
are encoded as nodes in the network, and relationships 
between variables as arcs between nodes. Algorithms 
such as Pearl's polytree propagation algorithm [Pearl, 
1988] and Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter's clustering al­
gorithm [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988] can solve 
the network, where "solving the network" means com­
puting the exact marginal probability of each of the 
nodes in the network, possibly conditioned on evidence 
(observations of the values of some of the variables). 
In general, this problem becomes computationally in­
tractable as the network size increases [Cooper, 1990]. 
While in practice existing algorithms often suffice for 
small or carefully crafted networks, we are interested 
in the prospect of using large, automatically-generated 
networks to encode such things as an entire outcome 
space for a planner or a projector, e.g. [Kushmerick et 
al., 1994], [Dean and Kanazawa, 1989]. Furthermore, 
it is often the case that we are really only interested 
in the marginal probability of a small number of vari­
ables, and perhaps wish to know only bounds on the 
probabilities (e.g. to within a certain tolerance, or rel­
ative to a threshold)-for example, we might decide to 
execute a plan if it achieves a certain goal with prob­
ability greater than 85%. Solving an entire network 
may be a very inefficient way to obtain bounds on the 
probabilities of a few variables. 
Localized partial evaluation (LPE) is a new network 
evaluation algorithm which incrementally refines in­
terval bounds on the marginal probability of a given 
query node. Other incremental bounding alg_orithms 
([Horvitz et al., 1989], [D'Ambrosio, 1993J,[Poole, 
1993]) produce bounds by considering only some cases 
(possible node instantiations) over the entire network . 
In contrast, LPE produces bounds by considering only 
a subset of the nodes in the network. 
LPE is based on standard message-propagation tech­
niques, but uses interval-valued messages instead of 
point-valued messages, and performs its calculations 
over only a subset of the nodes in the network. Briefly, 
when given a query for a particular node, some active 
subset of the nodes in the network is identified. Mes­
sages which would, in a standard algorithm, have been 
sent from nodes outside the active subset are replaced 
with vacuous messages, composed of [0, 1] intervals. 
The interval value of a vacuous message captures the 
range that message could have taken on had it actually 
been computed (i.e. had the message's source been in 
the active subset). The nodes inside the active sub­
set compute messages in the normal fashion, but they 
are now interval-valued messages, due to the influence 
of the vacuous messages received from outside the ac­
tive subset. Finally, interval bounds on the marginal 
probability of the query node are computed from the 
interval-valued messages. 
By iterating over successively larger active sub­
sets, LPE can produce successively narrower interval 
bounds. In the limit, when all variables relevant to the 
query node (i.e. not d-separated from the query node) 
have been included in the active set, LPE generates 
the true point-valued marginal probability. The rate 
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of convergence is not guaranteed; in the worst case, 
many iterations may be needed to produce sufficiently 
narrow intervals. Since iterating over successive ac­
tive subsets may require recomputing messages multi­
ple times, LPE can be slower than simply solving the 
entire network. On the other hand, the expected size 
of the active subset needed to answer a query (and thus 
the time required to answer it) need not in principle 
grow at all with the size of the network. 
The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows: Sec­
tion 2 defines the localized partial evaluation algorithm 
for singly-connected networks. Section 3 extends the 
algorithm to multiply-connected networks. Section 4 
presents preliminary empirical results, Section 5 dis­
cusses related work, and Section 6 concludes. 
2 Localized Partial Evaluation of 
Polytrees 
LPE operates by selecting a subset of the nodes and 
arcs in the network, known as the active set, and 
running a message-propagation algorithm-such as 
Pearl's polytree propagation algorithm-over this set. 
Messages which would have been received over arcs 
not in the active set are replaced by l'atiWII.'i 111(\�­
sages: vectors of[O , 1] intervals. Owing to the influence 
of these vacuous messages, messages computed within 
the active set may also be (and generally are) interval­
valued. The three components of this algorithm­
computation of the interval-valued messages, choir<' of 
an active set, and propagation of messages over this 
set-are largely independent, and we will discuss each 
in turn. 
2.1 Computing Interval-Valued Messages 
We use intervals to denote bounds on the possible 
value of some quantity. Thus, for example, a vector 
of [0, 1] intervals indicates that the true value of each 
position in the vector lies somewhere between 0 and 
1, but we don't know where (because we haven't com­
puted it yet). In order to compute ..\ or 1T messages 
with interval-valued inputs, we must develop interval 
extensions of the _\ and 1r functions. 
There are two criteria for an interval extension of a 
function: (1) the interval (or interval vector) must. 
be correct (contain the true value), and (2) the in­
terval should be of minimum width. The simple arith­
metic functions have well-known interval extensions , 
e.g. [a, b] + [c, d] = [a+ c, b + d]. Any function con­
structed out of these arithmetic extensions is guar­
anteed to be correct, but it is not guaranteed to be 
minimum width. Consider, for example, the equation 
m+n = [m + !!., m + n] (m denotes the lower bound of 
m and m the upper) . What if m and n are known to 
vary inversely? That is, in those situations in which 
m takes on its minimum value, n must take on its 
maximum, and vice versa? In that case, neither the 
lower bound of m + !!. nor the upper bound of m + n 
can ever occur. As an extreme example, the interval 
equation m- m does not produce [0, OJ, as we would 
like , but rather [m- m, m- .m]. This problem occurs 
whenever inputs to a computation are dependent. To 
reiterate , in interval computations, independence is a 
conservative assumption, producing answers that are 
guaranteed to be correct, but liable to be wider than 
necessary (unless the inputs truly are independent). 
The message computations used in polytree compu­
tation consist primarily of additions and multiplica­
tions, which can easily be extended to their interval 
equivalents. However since each 1r or >. message is 
a vector of dependent intervals, such a direct exten­
sion typically produces unacceptably wide results. The 
Annihilation/Reinforcement algorithm for computing 
1r and ). messages [Tessem, 1992, Tessem, 1989] can 
produce narrower results. The crux of the A/R al­
gorithm is a technique for obtaining narrower bounds 
on any computation of the form X = L; a;b;, where 
a and b are interval-valued vectors, and b is known 
to represent a normalized quantity (that is, the 'true' 
values b: obey the constraint Li bi = 1). Typically, 
L; £i. < 1 and L; b; > 1, so evaluating X at these 
extrema produces wider bounds than necessary. In­
stead, we want to pick bi E b; such that L; bi = 1 
and X is minimized or maximized . X is computed 
by first initializi ng bi = b;, then considering the� in 
sorted ascending order, and successively incrementing 
the corresponding bi to b; until the limit L; bi = 1 is 
reached. Finally, X = L; a;bj. X is found similarly, 
but sorting a; in descending order. 
The A/R algorithm is quite efficient when the length of 
the vectors is small. When i is large, the cost of sorting 
a becomes expensive. We have implemented the A/R 
algorithm with an incremental QuickSort which re­
duces this cost by sorting only as much of a as needed. 
We will use A/R-;(a;, b;) to indicate the A/R compu­
tat.ion of L; a;b;, and BEL, :iT and � to indicate the 
interval valued extensions of BEL, 1r and >. messages. 
Then the equations for the (unnormalized) BEL, j and 
� using the A/R algorithm are: 
fr(x) � (P(xlu) IJ :iTx(u;)) 
�x(Y) 
A{R( P(xlu), If 1rx(u;)) 
IT Ay(x) 
_\(x):iT(x) 
1i"(x) IT �yk(x) 
k,tj 
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2: (2: ( j(x�;)P(xklu, y)) II 71-x(ui� 
�y k I 'l 
= A/R{A/R(P(x�;lu,y), j(x�;)), II 1i"x(ui� 
�y�k i 'l 
The second argument to the A/R algorithm must be 
normalized, thus both 1r and ,\ messages must be nor­
malized in the above equations.1 
These equations do not produce the theoretically nar­
rowest possible bounds: the normalization operation 
the equations use does not produce minimum width­
results when the elements to be normalized are de­
pendent (which they are in this case). [Tessem, 1992] 
discusses the difficulties of producing tme minimum­
width results. Our experience shows that in prac­
tice these equations produce sufficiently narrow results 
(and in particular, they converge rapidly as the input 
messages converge). 
2.2 Propagating Messages 
We use a standard polr tree propagation algorithm, as 
defined in [Pearl, 1988j, with a a few minor modifica­
tions for efficiency. Since we are only computing the 
belief value for a single node, messages only need to 
be computed in a single direction , thus our propaga­
tion makes only one pass over the network instead of 
two. We cache computed messages. If the algorithm 
is iterated, and a message computation produces the 
same value as the cached value, it does not need to 
be propagated a second time. Iteration in polytrees is 
thus relatively efficient. 
2.3 Choosing the Active Set 
An active set consists of some connected subset of the 
nodes and arcs in a belief network. (It is sometimes 
more convenient to think of the active set as consist­
ing only of nodes; in polytrees the two representations 
are interchangeable, but when we consider multiply­
connected networks, which arcs are included in the 
active set will matter.) When a query is in itia lly di­
rected at a node, an active set is constructed contain­
ing only the query node. Thereafter, a loop ensues : 
computation is done over the current active subset; if 
the result is not satisfactory (according to some user­
supplied criteria, e.g. interval-width or threshold) , a 
larger active set is computed and the process repeats. 
Thus the problem we are faced with is how best to 
extend an active set given that its current boundaries 
are inadequate. 
Our research in this area is still preliminary. On our 
1Normalization is another operation where the obvi­
ous interval extension would produce unnecessarily wide 
results. Instead, an interval vector b is normalized for 
each position i in b by setting b, :== b, '(b, + � _.. iij), - '::.!..1 - L-J-r-1 
and b; := b;j(b; + � _. b1). 0)+1-
randomly generated polytrees, a simple breadth-first 
strategy has worked better than any other strategy 
we have tried. The breadth-first strategy extends the 
active set at each iteration by including its directly 
neighboring nodes, except that nodes known to be d­
separated from the query node are not added. In gen­
eral, two factors affect whether a node should be added 
to the active set: the impact that information from this 
node will have on the query answer (its relevance), and 
the cost of computing that information. In principle, 
we could use decision-theoretic techniques to (greed­
ily) add nodes in the order of highest expected gain 
per additional unit of computing time. In these terms, 
the breadth-first strategy uses distance from the query 
node as a measure of relevance, and ignores cost en­
tirely. Future work will explore more sophisticated 
measures of relevance based on the nodes' conditional 
probabilities and the current message values, as well 
as considering computational cost. 
3 Multiply-Connected Networks 
There are at least three ways in which the LPE algO­
rithm defined in the last section might be extended to 
multiply-connected networks: 
1. Use a clustering method which creates a tree 
structure, such as [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 
I 988], and apply LPE to the resulting tree. 
2. For each multiply-connected portion of the net­
work (knots, in the terminology of [Peot and 
Schachter, 1991]), insist that either all or none 
of the nodes and arcs composing the knot be in 
the active set. Use an interval-valued extension 
to an algorithm for multiply-connected networks, 
such as conditioning or clustering, on the knots 
in active set. The cost associated with evaluating 
any knot outside the active set is eliminated. 
3. Place no a priori limitations on the contents of 
the active set. Rather, given an active set, de­
termine which knots are wholly contained in the 
active set, and use an interval-valued extension 
to an algorithm for multiply-connected networks 
on just those knots. Portions of knots partially 
contained in the active set are treated as singly­
connected portions of the network, with vacuous 
messages sent over all arcs not in the active set 
(see Figure 1). 
The first two of these possibilities are relatively 
straightforward to implement. Presumably, most tech­
niques for evaluating knots could be extended to 
handle interval-valued messages using the A/R al­
gorit.hm , as long as the normalization constraints of 
the A/R algorithm can be met. We have extended 
the technique of cutset conditioning, [Pearl, 1988, 
Suermondt and Cooper, 1991], modifying the algo­
rithm in two ways: In order to condition over indi­
vidual knots instead of over the entire network [Peot 
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Figure 1: The active set does not include the whole 
loop. 
and Schachter, 1991], >.messages originating from out­
side the knot must be treated as indirect evidence. 
Secondly, the probability of each cutset instance C; is 
interval-valued. By definition , L; P( C;) = 1, t.here­
fore we use the A/R algorithm to compute the final 
probability L; P(XIC;)P{C;). Unfortunately, doing 
so requires storing the entire set of P(XIC;) and P(C;) 
values, which means that our implementatiou rettuire!; 
space exponential in the size of the cutset, negating 
one of the main advantages of the conditioning algo­
rithm. Further work is required to explore the benefits 
and difficulties of interval extensions of other evalua­
tion algorithms. 
The last strategy for extending LPE to multiply­
connected networks-using polytree messages over 
singly-connected parts of knots-is not. obviously cor­
rect. Let us call an arc that is excluded from the active 
set, but which connects two nodes that are in the ac­
tive set, a missing arc (e.g. the arc from 13 to D in 
Figure 1). Then the argument that this strategy is 
correct consists of these two claims: ( 1) in the equa­
tion for the marginal {or conditional) probability of 
any node in the active set, the presence of a missing 
arc has the effect of replacing the summation over the 
states of the source of the arc (e.g. B) with an interval 
taking the minimum and maximum over the states of 
the source of the arc,2 and (2) when normalized, this 
interval expression contain s the true value. 
Proving the first claim requires an inductive proof 
which we will not give here; instead we will demon­
strate how the summation is replaced with the interval 
2 Expressions which include, but do not sum over, states 
of B (e.g., BELB and 1r messages sent from B to its chil­
dren), are simply vacuous, and thus trivially contain the 
true result. 
in the derivation of the expression for BELc(c) in Fig­
ure 1: The true expression we must correctly bound 
lS 
BELc(c) L P(aiy)P(bia)P(cla) 
a,b,d,y 
P(dlb, c)11'A(y)>.x(d) (1) 
The principal 'trick' we use is that A/R,(a, [0, 1]) = 
[min; a;, max; a;]; for compactness, we will denote this 
interval by mm; a. Then, computing the messages 
propagated toward the node C: 
>.n (a) 
'ire( a) 
.\n (c) 
BELc(c) 
L P{bia)5.n(b) 
A/R(P(bla), [0, 1]) 
b 
mbm P(bia) 
7r(a)�s(a) 
L (P(ciy)1rc(y)) mbm P(bia) 
y 
� ( 21(P(dlb,c).\x(d)) 11-n(b)) 
� ( �(P(dlb, c)5.x(d)), [0, 1]) 
n1m L P(dl b, c)5.x(d) 
d 
>.n(c) L P(cia)1rc(a) 
nyn L P(dlb, c)5.x(d) 
d 
* � (P(cia) 
;;= P(ciy)?Tc(Y) mbm P(bla� 
m�n L P(aiy)P(bla)P(cia) 
a,d,y 
Thus we have replaced a summation over b in Equa­
tion ( 1) by an interval containing the min and max 
over bin Equation (2).3 
The second claim is simpler to demonstrate: what we 
wish to show is that when we replace I:; b with mmb 
3We made several simplifications in this derivation for 
clarity; namely we le f t out the normalization of the mes­
sages, and we aggregated two occu rences of mmb into one 
in the l ast step. The effect of both of these simplifications is 
to narrow the result, i.e. the interval given by Equation (2) 
is narrower than the interval actually computed by LPE. 
Since we will show that Equation (2) contains the true be­
lid BELc, it follows that the wider interval computed by 
LPE must also contain BELc. 
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Figure 2: Performance on polytrees with increasing network size. 
and normalize the results, the interval expression con­
tains the former expression. Assuming that the vari­
able that we are normalizing over is C, and that the 
number of states of C is n, we can write the normal­
ized summation expression as Lo J(b, c)/ Lb,c f(b, c ) 
and the lower normalized bound as: 
< 
minb f(b, c) 
minb f(b, c)+ Lc'r!c maxb f(b, c') 
n min6 f(b, c) 
n min0 f(b, c)+ Lc';o!c n maxb f(b, c') 
(Lb f(b, c)- 6) + (Lb,c';tc f(b, c') + b') 
L,bf(b,c) 
Lb,c f(b, c)' 
since (x- b)f(x- 6+ y) ::::; xf(x + y) for positive x, y, b. 
The upper bound is shown simi l ar ly. 
Using LPE on incomplete knots has the potential to 
be quite powerful. If the active set is chosen in such 
a way as to avoid including entire knots , then we can 
use polynomial algorithms on sections of the network 
where we would otherwise be forced to use exponen­
tial algorithms. In the extreme, we might adopt a 
"no-loops" strategy, requiring that the active set never 
add arcs which would complete loops, thus guarantee­
ing that the active set is always a polytree. Of course, 
LPE might not be able to refine the query interval 
sufficiently without taking into account the missing 
arcs. Still, even if it were relatively unlikely t.o suc­
ceed, the computational advantage of the polytree al­
gorithm might make it worthwhile to pursue a no-loops 
strategy as an initial attempt to answer a query. 
4 Empirical Results 
\Ve have implemented localized partial evaluation on 
top of the IDEAL be l ief net package [Srinivas and 
Breese, 1990], written in Allegro Common Lisp, run­
ning on a Sun Workstation. In this section we will 
present some performance results using LPE to evalu­
ate queries on randomly generated networks. In these 
networks, nodes could have between two and four 
states, and the number of parents of each node was 
effectively limited by limiting the size of the condi­
tional probability table to not more than 1000 val­
ues. Node probabilities were randomly set according 
to a skewed distribution4 which is intended to more 
closely represent the sort of distributions one would 
expect to see in real networks. (Extreme conditional 
probabil ities also present more of a challenge for LPE, 
si nce they increase the potential dependence between 
nodes.) Evidence was generated for a random number 
of nodes (maximum 1/4 of the network) . All times in 
this section measured are in milliseconds, using the Al­
legroCL "time" function, and taking the non-gc user 
time. 
4.1 Polytrees 
We generated polytrees with sizes ranging from 50 to 
250 nodes. For each non-evidence node in each net­
work, we iterated LPE until the width of the belief 
interval was no greater than a target width (0.5 or 
0.1). For comparison , we also ran the polytree algo­
rithm on each tree . In total , 85 trees were generated, 
and tests performed on over 10000 nodes. We exper­
imented with different techniques for expanding the 
4 For each probability value an integer between 1 and 
10 and an exponent between 1 and 5 are selected indepen­
dent.ly, and appropriate sets of these values are normalized 
together. The result is a distribution which tends to be 
skewed towards very small and large values; the "expected 
skew" is around two orders of magnitude. 
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active set between iterations , but simple breadth-first 
expansion out-performed our other tests, so that is the 
only technique presented here. 
Figure 2 shows that LPE performed extremely well on 
these tests. The median time to respond to a query 
remains nearly fiat with increasing network size, and 
the mean grows only slightly. A nalysis  of t.he dat.a 
shows further that while the number of nodes in t.hc 
largest active set necessary to answer a query (i.e. the 
active set of the final iteration) grows somewlHtt witl\ 
increasing network size, the number of iterations re­
quired to answer the query remains constant.. Thus 
the rise in the mean with larger network s ize is most 
likely an artifact of the increased connectivity of the 
larger networks-that is, the time to answer a query 
appears to be independent of the diameter of the net­
work. 
LPE performs satisfactorily in the worst. case as well. 
LPE never required more than 1.6 times as much time 
to answer a query than the polytree algorithm . Fi­
na.lly, LPE outperformed the poly tree algorithm 97.5% 
of the time (with the ratio improving a.'i the t.ree size 
increased). 
4.2 Multiply-Connected Networks 
In our first attempts to test multiply-connected net­
works, we used the random network generator pro­
vided in IDEAL. The resulting networks were highly 
connected (an average of twice as many arcs as nodes), 
and nearly impossible to evaluate by any method. So 
we turned to sparser networks. We generated a series 
of polytrees with between 30 and 90 nodes, and then 
randomly added arcs until we had achieved a particu­
lar ratio of arcs to nodes (1.1 and 1.3). The networks 
with a 1.3 ratio were constructed by adding arcs to 
the networks with a 1.1 ratio , thus the 1.3 networks 
are strictly "harder" than the 1.1 networks. As in the 
poly tree experiments reported above, nodes could have 
between two and four states, distributions were set 
randomly according to a skewed distribution, and evi­
dence was generated for up to one fourth of the nodes 
in the network. For each network, fifteen randomly­
selected nodes were tested. 
The first experiments concern the no-loops active set 
extension strategy discussed at the end of Section 3. 
We implemented the no-loops strategy as a variant of 
the breadth-first strategy (so the arcs excluded from 
the active set are the last arcs of each loop to be en­
countered in the breadth-first expansion); future work 
includes investigating whether there are heuristics to 
determine which arcs should be excluded. But even 
this simple strategy performed reasonably well. We 
queried each of the test nodes, requesting an interval of 
zero w idth, thus forcing LPE to produce the narrowest 
interval it could with this strategy. We found no cor­
relation between interval width and network size, but 
Figure 4 shows that there is correlation between inter­
val width and the connectedness ratio of the network 
(1.1 and 1.3): the sparser networks converge better. 
For the sparser 1.1 networks, LPE was able to obtain 
intervals of width less than 1/2 for 76% of the nodes; 
for the 1.3 networks, 40% of the nodes. 
To test the behavior of LPE's extension of loop con­
ditioning, we implemented another variant on the 
breadth-first strategy : expansion is breadth-first, ex­
cept that arcs which would connect loops are delayed 
for several (five) rounds. This is an arbitrary strategy, 
and we have not yet experimented with any others, 
so this data should be regarded as extremely prelimi­
nary. We eva) uated the test nodes requesting interval 
widths of 0.1. For comparison, we evaluated the net­
works with peot-infer, an efficient version of cutset 
conditioning supplied with IDEAL. 
The times for both peot-in!er and LPE vary by sev-
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eral orders of magnitude, even for networks of the 
same size, so we show instead the ratio of their perfor­
mance; for each query node, the time for LPE to an­
swer the query is compared to the time for peot-infer 
to solve that network. Figure 3 shows that in sparser 
(1.1) networks, LPE performs progressively better rel­
ative to peot-inf eras the network size increases. For 
the 1.3 networks, the data is inconclusive. LPE per­
formance is slower than peot-infer for the 30 node 
networks, about even for the 50 node networks, and 
for the 70 node networks most of the tests of both 
LPE and peot-infer timed out , making comparison 
meaningless. 5 
Our results show that LPE performs very well in 
singly-connected networks, and can perform well on 
sparse multiply-connected networks. Our work is 
still preliminary however, particularly with respect to 
strategies for choosing the active set. Also, randomly­
generated networks may not reflect the st.mct.ure of 
real networks, particularly for multiply-connected net­
works, so we hope to extend this work by app lying LPE 
to real networks. 
5 Related Work 
There is a long history of computation with interval­
valued probabilities or degrees of belief ( including , e.g. 
[Fertig and Breese, 19891, [Kyburg, 1987]. [Shafer, 
1976], [Dubois and Prade, 1990]). The intent. of t.hese 
works is to capture the notion of "upper and lower" 
degrees of belief-that is, degrees of bel ief are taken 
to be intrinsically interval-valued. This is int.encled 
by some to be fundamental stand on how degrees of 
belief should be represented, and by others as a practi­
cal technique for eliciting it.1formation from experts. In 
either case, our work diffets in that the source of int.N-
5In Figure 3, timed-out data points are placed at the 
maximum or minimum of the graph according to whether 
LPE or peot-infer timed out, unless both peot-infer 
and LPE timed out, in which case they are placed at 1.0. 
vals under partial evaluation is purely a computational 
artifact . One important ramification of this difference 
is the definition of a correct answer: if intervals are 
taken to be the fundamental representation of degree 
of belief, then there is a single correct, interval-valued, 
answer to any query. Under localized partial evalua­
tion any interval that contains the true point-valued 
probability is a correct answer. 6 
Others, e.g. [Quinlan, 1983], [Thone et a/., 1992], have 
pursued intervals as bounding approximations, but 
usually in the context of rule bases rather than net­
works. [Hanks and McDermott, 1994] bounds queries 
with respect to a threshold in dynamically-constructed 
networks of a highly restricted form, also relying on 
the assumption that a single evidence source will be 
sufficient to answer the query. 
Three works similar in spirit to LPE are bounded 
conditioning [Horvitz et al., 1989], (incremental) SPI 
[D'Ambrosio, 1993, Li and D'Ambrosio, 1992], and the 
search-based algorithm of [Poole, 1993]. All three are 
anytime algorithms which incrementally refine bounds 
on a solution by taking into account progressively more 
information, and all three attempt to hasten conver­
gence by processing information in order of greatest 
impact on the solution. Bounded conditioning is a 
version of cutset conditioning which incrementally pro­
cesses cutset instances, producing interval results by 
bounding the impact of all as-yet-uncomputed cutset 
instances. SPI is an inference algorithm which con­
structs a factored evaluation tree to efficiently compute 
probabilities expressed in the form of Equation (1). 
SPI is made incremental by computing larger terms 
of each factor first, and constructing an error bound 
on the possible remaining probability mass. Poole's 
�earch algorithm operates similarly, except that in­
stead of factoring the expression, it generates the most 
likely complete instances (assignments to all nodes) 
using a top-down search. Thus all three of these algo­
rithms acquire partial information by considering cases 
incrementally, and exploit the skewness of the joint 
probability distribution for convergence. 
LPE, in contrast, acquires partial information by con­
sidering parts of the network incrementally. These 
two sources of partial information are complementary; 
LPE will in fact perform better the less skewed the 
conditional distributions are. This suggests that it 
may be poss ible to combine LPE with one of the other 
algorithms. Us ing an interval-valued extension of SPI 
to evaluate knots in LPE is one promising possibility. 
6 Conclusion 
Localized partial evaluation is a new algorithm for be­
lief network propagation which incrementally refines 
interval bounds on the marginal probabilities of indi-
6 L P E could easily be extended to provide bounds on 
interval-valued probabilities; indeed the A/R algorithm 
was intended for that purpose. 
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vidual nodes. LPE generates bounds by consi dering 
only a subset of the nodes in a network , unlike previ­
ous algorithms which have produced bounds by con­
sidering a subset of node instantiations (cases) .  LPE 
can be used on both singly- and multiply-connected 
networks. A novel feature of LPE is i ts abi l i ty to 
bound probabilities by using a polytree propagation 
algorithm over subsets of multiply-connected com po­
nents of a network. 
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